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Writing better metatags for knowledge 

Effective knowledge sharing requires more than just sharing.  You have to make your knowledge findable 

and provide context for someone reusing the knowledge.  There are several knowledge sharing practices 

that contribute to context and findability – the structure of your knowledge, for example.  One of the most 

important is writing keywords to describe the knowledge, which are used by the search engine for 

classification.  

These keywords, called metadata, are important but are sometimes hard to describe.  Often, they are 

simply described as keywords.  ‘Additional information to describe the knowledge.’ and ‘Words to search 

for.’  are good definitions of what metadata keywords do, but not how to write them. 

Marketing professionals have also struggled with metadata, but have found ways to harness the power of 

keywords.  Given the importance of customers finding their Web site, product or application, they have 

very practical advice for creating these keywords.  One writer describes the outcome for metadata in this 

way: “Generally, for most all of us, a great meta description is directly associated with our 

question/need/problem and we have the ability to decipher that quickly.”1

Metadata keywords are the outcome of a process that focuses on the need that our knowledge fulfills.  

Starting from the need, follow these three steps to write great metadata as you are building knowledge to 

share. 

 

1. Think about the need that this knowledge fulfills

2. List words to describe that need

3. List words to describe how this knowledge fulfills this need

Always keep in mind that these keywords should be in the words of the person who would reuse or 

consume the knowledge.  Try this approach with your teams.  You will improve ability to find and provide 

greater context for your knowledge.  

1http://www.thesaleslion.com/write-great-meta-descriptions/ 
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